
The parking industry is turning to automated revenue management to boost asset 

value and enable busy commercial managers to spend their time more efficiently, 

be more strategic and intelligently price and maximize total revenue. 

Here are three ways automated revenue management can increase your bottom-line 

business performance:

Understanding your demand and how much customers are willing to pay helps you 

make profitable revenue decisions. Knowing when that demand will book enables 

you to set the right price and accept the right customers at the right time.
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Start with a solid understanding of the total demand that exists for your car park(s), including how much of 

that demand will typically book in advance then cancel or no-show, or use another mode of travel at the last 

minute. Knowing your unconstrained demand (demand that could be sold if your car park had unlimited 

spaces) is fundamental to profitable revenue decisions.
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Understand & Capture Valuable Demand

Consider arrival dates and lengths of stay when establishing public pricing. As online rates 

increase, fewer people will likely purchase the product. As the arrival date grows closer and 

product need increases, people become less sensitive to price. Setting a price also defines the 

price point for multiple products, such as early booking discounts. Also, consider and 

understand your competitors’ prices and how they influence your own demand. 

Striking the right pricing balance drives optimal bottom-line performance.
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2
Price to Capture Optimal Revenues

While it is tempting to focus only on your peak days—pricing them high and applying minimum length-of-stay 

controls—think about all the days together and consider the remaining demand across all arrival dates and 

lengths of stay. This (along with understanding the volume and value of drive-up business that will arrive on 

the day) will enable you to determine how much lower-value online business to accept to capture maximum 

revenues.

A value-based yielding strategy captures optimal revenues by accepting the most valuable demand across all 

arrival dates and lengths of stay. This type of strategy helps turn your days surrounding your peaks, the 

“shoulder” days, into busy days and your quiet days into shoulder days—driving “Revenue Per Available 

Space” improvements.
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IDeaS Company Quick Facts
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years ago we 
began helping 
clients with 
better revenue 
management.

95
of our clients still 
work with us today.

countries on six 
continents have 
hotels and car parks 
that run on IDeaS.
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PhDs focused 
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7
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worldwide.
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10,000
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find revenue opportunity in 
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employed worldwide.
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1.6m
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worldwide are managed 
by IDeaS’ solutions. 
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